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ABSTRACT: Polymer-grafted nanoparticle (GNP) membranes show increased gas permeability relative to pure polymer
analogs, with this effect evidently tunable through systematic variations in the grafted polymer chain length and grafting density.
Additionally, these materials show less deleterious aging effects relative to the pure polymer. To better understand these issues,
we explore the solid-state mechanical properties of GNP layers using quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) spectroscopy, which
operates under conditions (≈5 MHz) that we believe are relevant to gas transport. The GNP’s high-frequency storage moduli
exhibit a characteristic increase with increasing nanoparticle (NP) core loading, consistent with past work on the reinforcement
of polymers physically well mixed with bare NPs. However, these GNPs show a substantial, nonmonotonic decrease in loss as a
function of chain length (at fixed grafting density), with the loss minimum corresponding to the chain length with the maximum
gas permeability. We speculate that this feature corresponds to a dynamical transition, where the GNP membranes go from a
jammed solid (colloid-like) to liquid-like (polymer-controlled) behavior with increasing chain length.

The addition of nanoparticles (NPs) to polymeric
materials has been the subject of numerous research

efforts aimed at enhancing the conductivity, gas permeabil-
ity,1−7 and optical or mechanical properties8−15 of the base
polymer.16−18 While such property enhancements normally
require uniform NP dispersion in the polymer, most NP/
polymer mixtures suffer from deleterious phase separation
(leading to NP agglomeration).19,20 One reliable pathway to
obviate phase separation and to ensure good NP dispersion is
to chemically graft polymer chains to the NP surface to create
grafted nanoparticles (GNPs).18,21−27 These GNPs have
recently garnered attention for creating highly permeable
mixed matrix membranes.27 Our previous work has demon-
strated that these constructs exhibit elevated gas diffusion,
tunable through variations in the grafted chain molecular
weight, Mn, and the grafting density, σ. Experiments and
simulations demonstrate that the packing of the grafted chains
in GNP membranes has to accommodate the NPs locally
ordering into arrays, the impenetrability of brushes on adjacent
NPs (at least for short chains) and the near incompressibility

of the polymer. These conflicting constraints force the polymer
to assume entropically unfavorable conformations, which
manifests as an elevated gas diffusivity relative to the pure
polymer.27−29 Given the entropic origins of increased gas
permeability in GNPs, we conjecture that local chain dynamics
and, hence, mechanical properties at the relevant time scales
may also be affected. Assuming typical gas diffusion coefficients
(1 × 10−9 m2/s) and distance scales of 1−10 nm (character-
istic NP size) implies that frequencies in the MHz−GHz range
would be necessary to monitor the relevant dynamics.
Motivated by these ideas, in this work we measure the high-

frequency shear response of poly(methyl acrylate) (PMA)-
grafted silica NPs with various grafting densities and molecular
weights using the quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation
(QCM-D) technique. QCM-D is based on the piezoelectric
oscillations of a quartz crystal, which allows it to be used as a
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mass sensor operating in the MHz frequency range. QCM
sensing technology has been routinely used for biological and
electrochemical studies; similarly, it is used to sensitively
measure transient mass uptake in polymers.30−35 For polymer
films of sufficient mass (i.e., thickness), the frequency change
of the crystal is due to both the added mass and viscous losses
of the deposited film.36 QCM-D can thus provide information
on the shear storage and loss moduli of the films through
analysis of the changes in sensor frequencies and energy
dissipation at multiple vibrational overtones. Further, the
inherent system geometry permits testing of polymers in thin
film geometries relevant for gas transport without necessarily
relying on other, sometimes tedious, means to measure thin
film mechanical properties. (The exact thicknesses accessible
by QCM-D technology depend strongly on shear properties.
There is need to be sensitive to viscoelastic properties but not
overdamp the sensor. Shull et al. provide an excellent review of
quantitative rheology via QCM-D.30−32)
GNPs were synthesized using the well-established surface-

initiated RAFT technique.37 The QCM-D samples were
prepared by spin-casting concentrated solutions of the GNPs
in tetrahydrofuran (60−80 mg/mL) on to piranha-cleaned
quartz sensors coated with gold electrodes. The frequency and
dissipation properties of the bare sensor at multiple vibrational
overtones were measured before spin-casting, effectively
“taring” it for use in the experiment. The spin-cast films, 3−
5 (±0.1) μm in thickness, were thermally annealed under
vacuum at 80 °C for 3 days before the QCM-D experiments.
The frequency and dissipation properties of the coated sensor
were then measured. The QCM-D operates in the “thickness
shear mode” and provides a measure of the high-frequency
shear properties of the GNP thin films; it is therefore most
related to small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) rheology,
which is commonly employed to measure the shear properties
of bulk (∼1 mm thickness) films.
We first discuss the mechanical response of pure PMA (Mn

= 135 kDa), as measured through QCM-D, and compare it to
that measured using SAOS.27 The shear storage and loss
moduli are plotted as a function of frequency in Figure 1A. The
QCM-D data are a result of fitting frequency and dissipation
data collected at two separate vibrational overtones (see
Supporting Information). It is immediately evident that the
QCM-derived G′ and G′′ routinely access frequencies that are

otherwise outside the range of conventional rheology.
Evidently, the experimental trends from both techniques
agree well. This can be further stressed by comparing the
loss tangent tan(δ) = G′′/G′, shown in Figure 1B. For
viscoelastic materials, one expects tan(δ) to monotonically
decrease at large values of ω, as G″ should decrease while G′
remains relatively constant. Indeed, this behavior is seen in the
SAOS measurements at a shifted frequency of >105 Hz. QCM-
D data collected at higher frequencies appears to verify this
monotonic decrease. Further, the slopes of tan(δ) from both
experimental techniques in this regime agree with each other
(to within experimental error). Finally, we note that the
frequency dependence of G′, as measured by QCM-D, is well-

approximated by =ω
ω

ω
ω

α
′
′ ( )G

G
( )
( )0 0

, with α = 0 expected for

glassy polymer materials. These data verify that QCM-D can
be used to measure the complex shear modulus of soft
materials.
We now consider PMA-grafted silica NPs at variousMn and σ.

The spherical silica NPs have diameter of 14 ± 4 nm (Nissan
MEK-ST). The dispersion state of the NP cores can be
quantified using Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS). For a
fixed σ ≈ 0.47 chains/nm2 in Figure 2A, we find that each graft

molecular weight sample shows a single scattering peak
corresponding to the average inter-NP spacing. The NPs are
well-dispersed but move farther apart, as expected, as the Mn
increases. The SAXS data are corroborated by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images, Figure 2B, which show
uniformly dispersed individual NPs. Pure PMA (Mn = 135
kDa) mixed with ungrafted silica NPs at various loadings also
remain well-dispersed as evidenced by SAXS (see Supporting
Information).
The shear moduli of the GNPs as a function of the volume

percent of the NP core (ϕ, Figure 3A), allow comparison
between GNP materials of different grafting densities. The data
reported here are for the shear moduli at 5 MHz and are
normalized to the corresponding shear modulus of PMA
measured using QCM-D (data for higher-order overtones are

Figure 1. (A) Comparison of shear and loss moduli data of pure PMA
(Mn = 135 kDa) collected from QCM-D with that from Conventional
Small Amplitude Oscillatory Shear (SAOS) Rheology. The SAOS
data have been shifted using Time−Temperature Superposition (Tref
= 60 °C). (B) Comparison of tan(δ) measured between the two
techniques.

Figure 2. Structural analysis of the matrix-free GNPs (σ = 0.47
chains/nm2). A combination of SAXS (A) and TEM (B) indicate the
NP cores are well-dispersed. The points in the SAXS curves are data,
while the lines are fits. For clarity, only every third data point is
shown.
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shown in the Supporting Information). All GNP materials
exhibit elevated shear moduli relative to the bulk polymer.
Samples composed of ungrafted silica NPs in PMA show
similar trends, indicating that the storage moduli enhance-
ments are independent of polymer chains/NP connectivity.
These data are also consistent with trends found for
polystyrene-grafted silica NPs in polystyrene.11 Since the NP
loading in those cases was ≈2.5 vol %, they are comparable in
terms of filler loading to the systems considered here.
We fit the data for all molecular weights and grafting

densities to the relation Gϕ′ = Gn′[1 + α1ϕ + α2ϕ
2 + ... ]; the ϕ

term is related to the effect of independent NPs on the storage
modulus, α2ϕ

2 is the effect of pairs of NPs, and so on. Based on
the SAXS and TEM data showing isolated NPs, we restrict this
equation to only the term for individual NPs and obtain the
Guth−Gold relation: Gϕ′ = Gn′[1 + 0.67f ]ϕ, where f is the
shape factor of the filler (for spheres, f ≈ 1); this relation has

been successfully employed in the past to describe the
mechanical reinforcement of filled polymers.38,39 However, a
fit of this relation to our data yields f ≈ 8−9. The f value is
thought to reflect on filler asphericity, but the fact that we have
well-dispersed spherical NPs implies that we are getting much
larger reinforcement than that expected based on this
macroscopic theory. Previously, we had attributed this
anomalous strengthening to the presence of an interphase
that has properties intermediate between the silica and the PS
matrix.11 Matrix-free GNPs thus have beneficial enhancements
in the high-frequency shear modulus when compared to the
pure (ungrafted) polymer or to polymers filled with large filler
particles (where the Guth−Gold relationship applies).
We now turn to the loss modulus of the GNPs as a function

of core volume fraction (Figure 3B). We first observe that the
loss modulus in the GNPs is significantly lower than that of the
pure polymer, which corresponds to the point (0,1) in the plot
(note that the y-axis is logarithmic, as opposed to the linear y-
axis in Figure 3A). This is in contrast to the loss moduli of the
NPs physically mixed with PMA chains (no grafts), which
instead show an increase in loss modulus with increased NP
loading (open squares in Figure 3B). This observed increase
for the physical mixtures of NP and polymer can be captured
by the Einstein relation: η = ηn[1 + 2.5ϕ], where η = G′′/ω is
the zero-shear viscosity of the composite at frequency ω (as it
approaches zero) and ηn the viscosity of pure PMA (dashed
line in Figure 3B). These results indicate that, in contrast to
many of the results discussed above, the viscosity suppression
observed in GNP materials is a result of the grafting process.
Interestingly, a distinct minimum in G′′ appears for each

grafting density, but this minimum shifts to lower NP loadings
(i.e., progressively longer grafting chains) as grafting density is
increased. Data that are sufficiently far from the minima at each
grafting density appear to follow an exponential trend line of
the form =″

″ϕ xln( )G
Gn

, where x ≈ −4, implying some
commonality between the GNPs at different σ (Gϕ″ is the
loss modulus of the grafted NP system, Gn″ is the loss for the
neat homopolymer, without any NPs). We employ this trend
line to quantify the extent of the minimum in each sample set.
For GNPs with σ ≈ 0.11 chains/nm2, the minimum occurs at a
core loading ∼15 vol %; however, the deviation away from the
trendline is rather subtle. On increasing the grafting density to
σ ≈ 0.47 chains/nm2, we find that the minimum shifts to lower
core loadings and is substantially more pronounced. The
materials with σ ≈ 0.66 chains/nm2 have similar trends as with
the σ ≈ 0.47 chains/nm2 samples.
We find that these GNPs exhibit increased permeabilities

relative to the neat polymer, with the maximum permeability
enhancement27 occurring approximately at the molecular
weight where the shear loss shows a minimum. To illustrate
this point, the CO2 permeability enhancement is plotted
against the loss moduli deviation from the straight line in
Figure 3C. This indicates that these two macroscopic
properties may indeed have a common microscopic origin.
To rationalize this result, we postulate that the GNP arrays

undergo a transition from a solid jammed state to a normal
liquid as the molecular weight is increased through that
corresponding to the peak permeability (and loss minimum).
For GNPs with high grafting densities (i.e., σ ≈ 0.47 or 0.66
chains/nm2), short chains are so stretched that the brushes on
two adjacent NPs are impenetrable to each other. When these
GNPs assemble into an array, the grafted polymer layers have

Figure 3. (A) Storage and (B) loss moduli of the matrix-free GNPs as
a function of NP core loading ϕ. The dashed line in (A) is the Guth−
Gold relation. Each graft density shows a relative minimum in loss
modulus. The open systems in both graphs are for PMA with
ungrafted silica NPs. (C) Correlation of the permeability enhance-
ment with the loss modulus suppression.
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to obey the dual constraints of impenetrability and also the
polymers’ desire to be space filling (i.e., incompressibility).
These can be satisfied by having the coronas distort so as to
tile space. This distortion can be relieved by solute sorption,
explaining the permeability increase. The lack of brush
interpenetrability also causes these materials to behave akin
to a jammed solid with low loss, a fact that should be
convoluted with the fact that these samples have a relatively
larger amount of silica, which does not contribute to the loss
modulus. As chain length increases (decreased NP loading),
the chains spread out radially; since there is more space at
larger distances from the NP surface, the chain crowding is less
and eventually the brushes become penetrable. At this point,
the grafted layers experience no further distortion and, thus, no
longer have any extra entropic desire to sorb gases; in these
situations, the chain assemblies also begin to behave akin to a
standard polymer liquid and show standard lossy behavior. We
believe that the minimum that occurs in the loss thus signals
this dynamic transition from an impenetrable to a penetrable
brush. This effect is suppressed as the chain grafting density is
reduced to σ ≈ 0.11 chains/nm2, as the degree of chain
stretching is less; the result is a less substantial decrease in the
loss modulus coupled with smaller enhancements in CO2
permeability. Apparently, the unusual transport properties of
these materials are closely correlated to a transition that
manifests, not only in gas permeability, but also in other
properties, such as the high frequency loss.
In summary, we investigated the high-frequency shear

properties of pure GNPs and their relation to tunable gas
transport enhancement. While the measured shear moduli of
the GNPs increase with increasing NP loading, as may be
expected, the loss moduli are suppressed relative to that of
the pure polymer. Furthermore, this suppression is found to
be nonmonotonic as a function of chain molecular weight and
to be directly correlated with the observed changes in gas
transport, potentially implying a common origin for these
phenomena. We hypothesize that both phenomena are related
to the penetrability of the grafted polymer corona; the chains
are noninterpenetrating for sufficiently short chains and high
grafting densities, resulting in increased gas diffusion and an
overall stiffer brush in the GNPs. This effect is reduced for
longer chain lengths and lower grafting densities, as the chains
are able to interpenetrate, and thus, the GNPs exhibit gas
transport and mechanical properties more akin to pure
polymer with dispersed NPs. Future work will be aimed at
developing a means to universally relate the properties of
GNPs with varying grafting parameters, including the chain Mn
and σ.
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